2022-2023 Wang-Fradkin Award

*Assistant Professorship:
Brooke Jenkins – CCHBS
Ajay Sharma – CUSP

Valerie Scudder Award
Mildred Lewis – WCAHSS
Angel Nash – ACES
Alison McKenzie – CCHBS

Unit Faculty Excellence Award
Hannah Ball – SOC
Mark DeSantis – ASBE
Kelli Fuery – DCFMA
Matthew Gartner – SCOST
Ashley Kranjac – WCAHSS
Mildred Lewis – WCAHSS
Erik Linstead – FSOE
Alison McKenzie – CCHBS
Andrea Molle - WCAHSS
Amy Moors – CCHBS
Angel Nash – ACES
Joseph Rosenberg – DCFMA
Marshall Toplansky – ASBE
Mihaela Vajiac – SCOST

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Leah Beekman – CCHBS
Patrick Fuery – WCAHSS
Lauren Dudley – SCOST
Kate Hill – SCOST
Renee Hudson – WCAHSS

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**
Gregory Goldsmith – SCOST
Hamidreza Montazeri Aliabadi – CUSP

**Co-Teaching Award**
Sophie Janicke-Bowles (SOC) & Mark Hopson (SOC)
Nam Lee (DCFMA) & Jan Osborn (WCAHSS)

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**
Lonnise Magallanez - Graduate Education, Office of the Provost

**On-Campus Conference Award**
Julye Bidmead (WCAHSS) & Stephanie Takaragawa (WCAHSS)
Jose Gil-Ferez (SCOST), Peter Jipsen (SCOST), & Andrew Moshier (SOC)

**Sabbatical Leave**
Georgiana Bostean – WCAHSS
Terence Burnham – ASBE
Victoria Carty – WCAHSS
Khaled Elsaid – CUSP
Lynn Horton – WCAHSS
Pavel Jech – DCFMA
Kelly Kennedy – ACES
Whitney McIntyre Miller – ACES
Ken Stahl – FSOL
Nicholas Terry – COPA
Riva Tukachinsky – SOC
Paul Wolansky – DCFMA

One-Year Scholarly and Creative Activity Release

Sally Rubin – DCFMA
Chapman University

2021-2022

Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *

Awarded May 2021

2021-2023 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Surya Nauli – CUSP

Assistant Professorship:
Uri Maoz – CCHBS/BI

Valerie Scudder Award
Charissa Threat – WCAHSS
Cathery Yeh – ACES
Tom Zoellner – WCAHSS

Unit Faculty Excellence Award
Hank Adler – ASBE
Daniel Alpay – SCOST
Gordon Babst – WCAHSS
John Badham – DCFMA
Vincent Berardi – CCHBS
Jennifer Bevan – SOC
Lan Cao – FSOL
Brett Danaher – ASBE
Nicholas Gabriel – COPA
Carolyn Larmore – FSOL
Nam Lee – DCFMA
Elaine Schwartz – SCOST
Elizabeth Stevens – FSOE
Charissa Threat - WCAHSS
Casey Vogel - CCHBS
Kimberly Won – CUSP
Cathery Yeh – ACES
Tom Zoellner – WCAHSS

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Neeloufar Fakourfar & Hindu Rao – CUSP
Karl Hess – CUSP
Anna Leahy – WCAHSS

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**
Brooke Jenkins – CCHBS
Patricia Soares Castro Lopez – SCOST

**Co-Teaching Award**
Amy Ardell (ACES) & Michael Hass (ACES)
Vincent Berardi (CCHBS), Uri Maoz (CCHBS/BI) & Aaron Schurger (CCHBS/BI)

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**
Kara Ward - IETL

**On-Campus Conference Award**
Daniel Alpay (SCOST/FSOE), Justin Dressel (SCOST) & Mihaela Vajiac (SCOST)
Peter Jipsen (SCOST), Alexander Kurz (FSOE), M. Andrew Moshier (SCOST), Marco Panza (SCOST/WCAHSS) & Ahmed Sebbar (SCOST)

**Sabbatical Leave**
Mark Axelrod – WCAHSS
John Benitz – COPA
Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Scot Danforth – ACES
Jim Fredrick – DCFMA
Paul Gulino – DCFMA
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Peter Jipsen – SCOST
Ravi Kathuria – ASBE
David Kost – DCFMA
Nancy Martin - WCAHSS
Jan Osborn – WCAHSS
Chapman University

2020-2021

Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *

Awarded May 2020

2020-2022 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Rennolds Ostrom – CUSP

Assistant Professorship:
Greg Goldsmith – SCOST

Valerie Scudder Award

Kris De Pedro – ACES
Jeremy Hsu – SCOST
Brooke Jenkins – CCHBS

Unit Faculty Excellence Award

Christopher Bader – WCAHSS
Arthur Blaser – WCAHSS
Thomas Bradac – COPA
Patricia Brown – CCHBS
Gokcen Coskuner-Balli – ASBE
Kris De Pedro – ACES
Hesham El-Askary – SCOST
Bettina Gilois – DCFMA
Jeremy Hsu – SCOST
Sophie Janicke-Bowles – SOC
Brooke Jenkins – CCHBS
Jerika Lam – CUSP
Joanna Levin – WCAHSS
Abigail Patthoff – FSOL
Derek Prate – FSOE
Susanna Ripken – FSOL
Marc Weidenmier – ASBE
Eric Young – DCFMA

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Margaret Curwen – ACES
Kelly Fuery – DCFMA
Dhanya Nair – FSOE
Allegra Liberman-Martin – SCOST
Tammy Yi – COPA

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**
Ann Gordon – WCAHSS
Rakesh Kumar Tiwari – CUSP

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**
Teaching Remotely Team
Negin Ahmadian
Lisa Arranga
Dario Baraggiotta
Sarah Blake
Kristin Dressner
Erik Gomez
Phil Hall
Matthew Hopp
Dorcas James

Julie Johnson
Justin Kaneshiro
James Kelly
Ponh King
Ramiro Landeros
Elena Marusak
Veronica Ramirez
Jana Remy
Jessie Rivera
Barry Taylor
Stefan Sburlea
Michael Sissoyev
Frank Warren
Kim Welch
Curtis Williams
Jamie Wisdom
Sarem Yadegari
Rose Yap-Fryman

**Co-Teaching Award**
Arthur Blaser (WCAHSS) & LouAnne Boyd (FSOE)
On-Campus Conference Award
Joanna Levin (WCAHSS), Anna Leahy (WCAHSS),
Douglas Dechow (LL), & Lynda Hall (WCAHSS)
Douglas Fudge (SCOST) & Patricia Lopes (SCOST)
Sophie Janicke-Bowles (SOC)

Sabbatical Leave
Jocelyn Buckner - COPA
David Frederick - CCHBS
Kelli Fuery - DCFMA
Brian Glaser - WCAHSS
Lynda Hall - WCAHSS
Steve Hirsen - DCFMA
Shira Klein - WCAHSS
Alicia Kozameh - WCAHSS
Rei Magosaki - WCAHSS
J. Mark Maier - ACES
Bernard McGrane - WCAHSS
Michelle Miller-Day - SOC
Crystal Murphy - WCAHSS
William Wright - SCOST

Development Leave
Jeff Swimmer - DCFMA

One-Year Scholarly and Creative Activity Release
Justin Walsh - WCAHSS
Chapman University

2019-2020

Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *

Awarded May 2019

2019-2021 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Erik Linstead – SCOST

Assistant Professorship:
Sally Rubin – DCFMA

Valerie Scudder Award

Amy-Jane Griffiths – ACES
Marilyn Harran – WCAHSS
Jessica Walker – CCHBS

Unit Faculty Excellence Award

Kaan Ataman – ASBE
Anthony T. Caso – FSOL
Mark DeSantis – ASBE
James Dutcher – DCFMA
Brian Glaser – WCAHSS
Gregory Goldsmith – SCOST
Amy-Jane Griffiths – ACES
Marilyn Harran – WCAHSS
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Anna Leahy – WCAHSS
Mario Mainero – FSOL
Nicole Marquez – CCHBS
Surya Nauli – CUSP
Dan Pavelin – DCFMA
Fred Smoller – WCAHSS
Elizabeth Stevens – SCOST
Riva Tukachinsky – SOC
Jessica Walker – CCHBS

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Tara Barnhart (ACES) & Elaine Schwartz (SCOST)
Jamie Larkin – WCAHSS
Seungcheol (Austin) Lee – SOC
Allan MacVicar – WCAHSS
Anuradha Prakash – SCOST
Caroline Wilson – CCHBS

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**
Georgiana Bostean – SCOST
David Frederick – CCHBS
Kelli Fuery – DCFMA
William Wright – SCOST

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**
Bonnie Walker – COPA

**Co-Teaching Award**
Matthew Leifer (SCOST) & Kelvin McQueen (WCAHSS)
**On-Campus Conference Award**

Daniel Alpay (SCOST) & Mihaela Vajiac (SCOST)

Amy-Jane Griffiths (ACES) & Angel Miles Nash (ACES)

Matthew Leifer (SCOST)

---

**Sabbatical Leave**

Michael Bazyler – FSOL

Robert Becker – COPA

Barry Blaustein – DCFMA

James Blaylock – WCAHSS

Michelle Cleary – CCHBS

Margie Curwen – ACES

Bill Dill – DCFMA

Alicia Guy – COPA

Donald Guy – COPA

Lynn Horton – WCAHSS

Nubar Hovsepian – WCAHSS

Keith Howard – ACES

Bill Kroyer – DCFMA

Anna Leahy – WCAHSS

Nam Lee – DCFMA

Rafael Luevano – WCAHSS

Federico Pacchioni – WCAHSS

G. Michael Pace – WCAHSS

Susan Paterno – WCAHSS

David Pincus – CCHBS

Michelle Samura – ACES

Robert Slayton – WCAHSS

Tom Zoellner – WCAHSS
Development Leave

Kaan Ataman – ASBE

Michael Hass – ACES
The Office of Research awarded the following recipients for the 2019 Faculty Opportunity Funds. The Faculty Opportunity Fund Program was created in 2018 as a way to support Chapman University Faculty in the development of new and innovative research, scholarship, and creative activity. For more details regarding the Faculty Opportunity Funds, please visit Chapman University’s Office of Research webpage here.

Albert Bach – CUSP
Ian Barnard – WCAHSS
Sherif Elshahawi – CUSP
Christine Fugate – DCFMA
Gregory Goldsmith – SCOST
Carter Berry – SCOST
Scott Allen – SCOST
Jonathan Hersh – ASBE
Andrea Matranga – ASBE
Niklas Ignasiak – CCHBS
Vincent Berardi – CCHBS
Cyril Rakoski – SCOST
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Anna Leahy – WCAHSS
Allegra Liberman-Martin – SCOST
Rafael Luévano – WCAHSS
Wilson Mendieta – COPA
John Miklavec – SCOST
Amy Moors – CCHBS
Cedric Owens – SCOST
Simin Rahighi – CUSP
Keykavous Parang – CUSP
Innokentiy Maslennikov – CUSP
Michelle Samura – ACES
Gail Stearns – WCAHSS
Justin Walsh – WCAHSS
Chapman University

2018-2019

Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *

Awarded May 2018

2018-2020 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Jason Keller – SCOST

Assistant Professorship:
Julia Boehm – CCHBS

Valerie Scudder Award

Marybeth Grant-Beuttler – CCBHS
Rennolds Ostrom – CUSP
Paul Wolansky – DCFMA

Unit Faculty Excellence Award

Gabriela Belinksy – CCHBS
Marco Bisoffi – SCOST
Victoria Carty – WCAHSS
Marybeth Grant-Beuttler – CCHBS
David Kiddie – WCAHSS
Robin Kish – COPA
Shira Klein – WCAHSS
Sara LaBelle – SOC
Fadel Lawandy – ASBE
Rennolds Ostrom – CUSP
Federico Pacchioni – WCAHSS  
Ronald Rotunda – FSOL  
Sally Rubin – DCFMA  
Michelle Samura – ACES  
Nancy Schultz – FSOL  
Bart Wilson – ASBE  
Paul Wolanksy – DCFMA  
Cassandra Zalman – SCOST

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**

Jeremy Hsu – SCOST  
Veronique Olivier – WCAHSS  
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith – SCOST  
Jennifer Totonchy – CUSP  
Cathery Yeh – ACES

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**

Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST  
Jason Keller – SCOST

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**

Allison DeVries – WCAHSS
**2017-2019 Wang-Fradkin Award**

*Senior Professorship:*
Jennifer Funk – SCOST

*Assistant Professorship:*
Justin Dressel – SCOST

**2017-2019 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award**

*Senior Professorship:*
Michael Nehring – COPA

*Junior Professorship:*
Kelli Fuery – DCFMA

**Valerie Scudder Award**

Marisa Cianciarulo – FSOL
Jake Liang – SOC
Andrew Moshier – SCOST
Jan Osborn – WCAHSS

**Faculty Excellence Award**

Thomas Bell – FSOL
Georgiana Bostean – SCOST
Halina Goetz – SCOST
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Christopher Kim – SCOST
Rei Magosaki – WCAHSS
Pilar Valenzuela – WCAHSS

**Personalized Education Award**

Mohamed Allali – SCOST
Quaylan Allen – ACES
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Rakesh Tiwari – CUSP
Sharon Xavioer & Souhelia Fawaz – CUSP
Miguel Zavala – ACES
Kimberly Won, Laura Tsu, & Stephanie Saldivar – CUSP

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**

Aftab Ahmed & Ayman Noreddin – CUSP
Quaylan Allen – ACES
Julia Boehm – CCHBS
Emily Carman – DCFMA
Kris De Pedro – ACES
Souhiela Fawaz & Sharon Xavioer – CUSP
Jennifer Funk – SCOST
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith & Marco Bisoffi – SCOST
Sara Gilliland – CCHBS
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Michael Kelly – CUSP
Christopher Kim – SCOST
Jake Liang – SOC
Innokentiy Maslennikov – CUSP
Hamidreza Montazeri Aliabadi – CUSP
Surya Nauli – CUSP  
Viet-Huong Nguyen – CUSP  
Christopher Nicholas – COPA  
Sara Nottingham – CCHBS  
Sally Rubin – DCFMA  
Dominique Schafer – COPA  
Rakesh Tiwari – CUSP  
Daniel Tomaszewski – CUSP  
Laura Tsu & Laressa Bethishou – CUSP  
Siu Fun Wong – CUSP  
Miao Zhang – CUSP

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**  
Shira Klein – WCAHSS

**Diversity & Inclusion Education Curricular Innovation Award**  
Michael Kelly – CUSP  
Nam Lee – DCFMA  
Stephanie Takaragawa – WCAHSS  
Denise Johnson & Wendy Salmond – WCAHSS

**Award in Mentorship of Undergraduate Research & Creative Activity**  
Jocelyn Buckner – COPA  
Christopher Kim – SCOST

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**  
Kathy Arballo – ACES  
Jennifer Hunnewell – SCOST
Chapman University

2016-2017
Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *
Awarded May 2016

2016-2018 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Laura Glynn – CCHBS

Assistant Professorship:
Roman Buniy – SCOST

2016-2018 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award

Senior Professorship:
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith – SCOST

Junior Professorship:
David Frederick – CCHBS

Valerie Scudder Award

Quaylan Allen – ACES
Jocelyn Buckner – COPA
Warren de Bruyn – SCOST
Jason Keller – SCOST

Faculty Excellence Award

Theresa Dudeck – COPA
Lisa Leitz – WCAHSS
Jake Liang – SOC
Whitney McIntyre Miller – ACES
Kenneth Murphy – ASBE
Kevin O’Brien – WCAHSS
Wendy Salmond – WCAHSS
Sandra Skahen – FSOL

**Personalized Education Award**
Tania Gregorian – CUSP
Jerika Lam – CUSP
Trisha Nishimura – CUSP
Ajay Sharma – ACES
Rakesh Tiwari – CUSP
Miguel Zavala – ACES

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**
Marcia Abbott – CCHBS
Jocelyn Buckner – COPA
Joseph Choi – CCHBS
David Frederick – CCHBS
Rene German – SCOST
Jennifer Hahn-Holbrook – CCHBS
Amy Hanson – ASBE
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Shira Klein – WCAHSS
Jerika Lam – CUSP
Jake Liang – SOC
Yang Liu – CUSP
Karen Lloyd – WCAHSS
Whitney McIntyre-Miller – ACES
Hamidreza Montazeri Aliabadi – CUSP
Lilia Monzo – ACES
Sara Nottingham – CCHBS
Sally Rubin – DCFMA
Michelle Samura – ACES
Ajay Sharma – CUSP
Rebecca Sherburn – COPA
Stephanie Takaragawa – WCAHSS
Lilian Were – SCOST

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Georgiana Bostean – SCOST

**Curriculum Innovation in Sustainability Education Award**
Jake Liang – SOC

**Diversity & Inclusion Education Curricular Innovation Award**
Julye Bidmead & Jan Osborn – WCAHSS
Riva Tukachinsky – WCAHSS
Clara Magliola – WCAHSS
Miguel Zavala – ACES

**Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award**
Jeanie Randazzo – WCAHSS
Chapman University

2015-2016

Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *
Awarded May 2015

2015-2017 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Hesham El-Askary – SCOST

Assistant Professorship:
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST

2015-2017 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award

Senior Professorship:
Brian Alters – ACES

Junior Professorship:
Michelle Samura – ACES

Valerie Scudder Award

Jennifer Bevan – WCAHSS
Alison McKenzie – CCHBS
Jared Rubin – ASBE
Nicholas Terry – COPA

Faculty Excellence Award

Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Jocelyn Buckner – COPA
Cristina Giannantonio – ASBE
Erik Linstead – ASBE
Lawrence Rosenthal – SCOST
Elaine Schwartz – SCOST
Lilian Were – SCOST
Myron Yeager – WCAHSS

**Personalized Education Award**

Ian Barnard – WCAHSS
Michelle Cleary – ACES
Matthew Gartner – SCOST
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Jerika Lam – CUSP
Riva Tukachinsky – SOC

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**

Marcia Abbott – CHBS
Quaylan Allen – ACES
Sandra Alvarez – WCAHSS
Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Jeffrey Cogan – COPA
Lori Cox-Han – WCAHSS
Janet Dodd – ACES
David Frederick – CCHBS
Kelli Fuery – WCAHSS
Sarah Gilliland – CCHBS
Ann Gordon – WCAHSS
Amy Graziano – COPA
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Michael Hass – ACES
Micol Hebron – WCAHSS
Sean Heim – COPA
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Kerk Kee – SOC
Pedagogical Innovation Award
Christopher Kim – SCOST

Curriculum Innovation in Sustainability Education Award
Jason Keller – CCHBS

Barbara Mulch Excellence in Academic Service Award
Eileen Besner – Office of the Provost
Chapman University

2014-2015
Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *
Awarded May 2014

2014-2016 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Christopher Kim – SCOST

Assistant Professorship:
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS

2014-2016 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award

Senior Professorship:
Roxanne Miller – ACES

Valerie Scudder Award

Marilyn Harran – WCAHSS
Donald Kochan – FSOL
Michael Nehring – COPA
Anuradha Prakash – SCOST

Faculty Excellence Award

Michelle Cleary – CCHBS
John Compton – WCAHSS
Matthew Gartner – SCOST
Peter Jipsen – SCOST
Drew Moshier – SCOST
Jan Osborn – WCAHSS
Veston Rowe – DCFMA
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith – SCOST

**Personalized Education Award**
Ian Barnard – WCAHSS
Michelle Cleary – CCHBS
Douglas Dechow – Leathery Libraries
David Shafie – WCAHSS
Riva Tuvachinsky – WCAHSS

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**
Emily Carman – DCFMA
Michael Griffin – SCOST
Jennifer Hahn-Holbrook – CCHBS
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Rosalee Hellberg – SCOST
Claudine Jaenichen – WCAHSS
Christopher Kim – SCOST
Shira Klein – WCAHSS
Erik Linstead – SCOST
Rafael Luevano – WCAHSS
Nancy Martin – WCAHSS
Roxanne Miller – ACES
Sara Nottingham – ACES
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith – SCOST
Sally Rubin – DCFMA
Kenneth Sumida – SCOST
Nicholas Terry – COPA
Rakesh Tiwari – CUSP
Pilar Valenzuela – WCAHSS
Lilian Were – SCOST
Pedagogical Innovation Award
Julye Bidmean – WCAHSS

Curriculum Innovation in Sustainability Education Award
Fred Smoller – WCAHSS
Chapman University
2013-2014
Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *
Awarded May 2013

2013-2015 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Richard Redding – FSOL

Assistant Professorship:
Jason Keller – SCOST

2013-2015 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award

Senior Professorship:
Kent Lehnhof – WCAHSS

Valerie Scudder Award

Brian Alters – ACES
James Blaylock – WCAHSS
Warren De Bruyn – SCOST
William Kroyer – DCFMA

Faculty Excellence Award

Gordon Babst – WCAHSS
Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Fred Caporaso – SCOST
Emily Carman – DCFMA
John Eastman – FSOL
Michael Hass – ACES
Pilar Valenzuela – WCAHSS
Elaine Schwartz – SCOST

**Personalized Education Award**
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Veronique Olivier – WCAHSS
Michelle Samura – ACES

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**
John Benitz – COPA
Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Jonathan Pope – COPA
Jocelyn Buckner – COPA
Grace Fong – COPA
Jennifer Funk – SCOST
Marybeth Grant-Beuttler – CCHBS
Michael Griffin – CCHBS
Veronica Hefner – WCAHSS
Sean Heim – COPA
Angeliki Kanavou – WCAHSS
Shira Klein – WCAHSS
Judy Kriger – DCFMA
Rafael Luévano – WCAHSS
Crystal Murphy – WCAHSS
Sara Nottingham – CCHBS
Melissa Rowland-Goldsmith – SCOST
Timothy Shields – ASBE
Ramesh Singh – SCOST
Suzanne Soohoo – ACES
Ken Sumida – SCOST
Stephanie Takaragawa – WCAHSS
Pedagogical Innovation Award

Abel Winn – WCAHSS

Curriculum Innovation in Sustainability Education Award

Christopher Kim – SCOST
David Shafie – WCAHSS
Chapman University

2012-2013
Faculty Honors & Award Recipients *
Awarded May 2012

2012-2014 Wang-Fradkin Award

Senior Professorship:
Mark Axelrod – WCAHSS

Assistant Professorship:
Jennifer Funk – SCOST

2012-2014 Outstanding Teaching Professorship Award

Senior Professorship:
Dawn Hunter – ACES

Junior Professorship:
Justine Van Meter – WCAHSS

Valerie Scudder Award

Julye Bidmead – WCAHSS
Margaret Curwen – ACES
Hesham El-Askary – SCOST
Anna Leahy – WCAHSS

Faculty Excellence Award

Randy Busse – ACES
Kerk Kee – SOC
Jason Keller – SCOST
Rafael Luévano – WCAHSS
Ronald Rotunda – FSOL
Nancy Schultz – FSOL
Ramesh Singh – SCOST
Adrian Vajiac – SCOST

**Personalized Education Award**

Mohamed Allali – SCOST
Douglas Dechow – Leatherby Libraries
Lynda Hall – WCAHSS
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Wenshan Jia – SOC
Liz Maxwell – COPA
Geraldine McNenny – ACES

**Scholarly/Creative Activity Award**

Thomas Bradac – COPA
Meghan Cosier – ACES
Margaret Curwen – ACES
Janet Dodd – ACES
Hesham El-Askary – SCOST
Laura Glynn – CCHBS
Michael Griffin – CCHBS
Lia Halloran – WCAHSS
Micol Hebron – WCAHSS
Vera Ivanova – COPA
Peter Jipsen – SCOST
Angeliki Kanavou – WCAHSS
Jason Keller – SCOST
Rei Magosaki – WCAHSS
Crystal Murphy – WCAHSS
Sally Rubin – DCFMA
Wendy Salmond – WCAHSS
David Shafie – WCAHSS
Ramesh Singh – SCOST
Justin Walsh – WCAHSS
Tamiko Washington – COPA
Donald Will – WCAHSS

**Pedagogical Innovation Award**
Brian Alters – ACES

**Curriculum Innovation in Sustainability Education Award**
Brian Glaser – WCAHSS
Geraldine McNenny – ACES

* **School Abbreviation**
  - ACES: Attallah College of Educational Studies
  - CCHBS – Crean College of Health and Behavioral Sciences
  - COPA: College of Performing Arts
  - CUSP: Chapman University School of Pharmacy
  - DCFMA: Dodge College of Film and Media Arts
  - FSOL: Fowler School of Law
  - SCOST: Schmid College of Science and Technology
  - SOC: School of Communication
  - WCAHSS: Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences